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Abstract—We convert polynomial function of degree n th
into imprecise form to obtain an important point called
conversion point. For some particu lar reg ion, we co llect
the finite number of data points to obtain the most
economical function called imp recise function.
Conversion point of the functions is shown with the help
of MUPA D graph. Further we study the area of the
imprecise function occurred by the multip licat ion of sine
function to know how much variation o f the imprecise
functions are obtained for the respective intervals. For
different imprec ise polynomial we study level of the rate
of convergence.

Imprecise nu mber is an extension definition of fu zzy
number. The term was first used in the art icle theory of
Believes and Realit ies [6]. Co llect ion of all these
numbers is called imp recise set. This set has character
same as to classical set. Impreciseness of the objects are
always formed an imprecise number in a certain interval.
Where the imp reciseness is the membership function
obtained by an object in the extension definition o f fuzzy
set. If we take the union of infin ite intervals then it will
create a function called imp recise function. Thus study of
the behavior of this type of function is very important. It
will help us to solve many difficult problems. For
example behavior of a loudness of sound produces fro m a
device is non-imprecise function form. So, it can be
converted into audible form by the help of mu ltip licat ion
of sine function. This level of the function is generally
known as normal imprecise function.
Our problems are not always expressible into general
function form. In most of the t ime it is obtained only into
the imprecise form. As for examp le receivers are getting
response through the frequency o f the wave p roduces
fro m a main p laces called server. Th is frequency has
character like imprecise function. When it is co mpletely

imprecise form, then it will be functioned, otherwise will
not be run properly. This phenomenon is known as
controllable and non-controllable. When it is
uncontrollable form, we will min imize the force produce
fro m the main server so that it can be transformed into
controllable form. This experiment is doing available in
the field of science and technology. The value of the
level for which a function is either controllab le or not is
called rate of convergence. Thus the rate of convergence
is also play an important in the field of application. If we
can identify this value, then what amount of force or
energy is required fo r a part icular problem can be easily
identified. This value is definable by the help of the
imprecise function. So any polynomial is converted into
imprecise function so that we can control it according to
our needs.
Imprecise function which is obtained by the
mu ltip licat ion of some other functions is called
mu ltip licat ion factor. Thus any continuous function is
mu ltip lied by sine or cosine function to obtain imprecise
polynomials. For a certain reg ion we will co llect finite
number of data collection of points. And with the help of
these points we will identify most valuable function or
the controllable function called imp recise function for
these points.
Area bounded by the imprecise function help us to
know how the variat ion of the effect of impreciseness of
an object is occurred fo r the different intervals. For this
reason we define fo rmula of the area of an imprecise
number in the general summation form. Thus the area
formulae of the different angles of sine functions are also
play an important role in this article.
The remaining sections of the article are div ided into
the following ways:
Section II is contain about the preliminary definit ion of
imprecise function, section III is contain definit ion of
new function called imprecise function, Section IV is
contain conversion point obtain by the help of
mu ltip licat ion of the sine and cosine function, Section V
is contain rate of convergence of different imprecise
function so that we can study variation of the effect of
imprecise for the respective intervals. Finally section VI
is the conclusion and the summary of this article.
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II. PRELIMINARIES
Before starting this article it is necessary to recall the
definit ion of imp recise number, partial presence,
membership value etc. over the real line wh ich are
discussed in the article [9],[10],[12] [13], [15] and [16].
A. Imprecise Number:
Imprecise number is a closed interval N=[α,β,γ] which
is divided into closed sub-intervals with the partial
presence of element β in both the intervals.
B. Partial presence:
Partial p resence of an element in an imprecise real
number
is described by the present level
indicator function
which is counted fro m the
reference function
such that present level indicator
for any x,
, is
, where
C. Membership value:
If an imp recise number
with a presence level indicator function

is associated
such that,

{

With a constant reference function 0 in the entire real
line. Where
is continuous and non-decreasing in
the interval
, and
is a continuous and nonincreasing in the interval
with
,
then
indicator function

is called membership value o f the

D. Normal Imprecise Number:
A normal imp recise nu mber
with a presence level indicator function

is associated
such that,

membership function measured fro m the reference
function
and
is called the
membership value of the indicator function.
Here, the number is normal imp recise number when
membership value of indicator function
is equal to
1 otherwise subnormal if not equal to 1. Moreover if the
membership value of
is equal to 1 then the set is
universal set and the null or empty set if the value of
is equal to 0.

III. IMPRECISE FUNCT IONS
Imprecise nu mber is an interval definable nu mber
where the interval is an area bounded by some section of
a function formed by the impreciseness of objects. So,
the function which contains such type of imprecise
intervals within in it is known imp recise function. At
present this phenomenon is occurring available in the
field of science and technology. For examp le possible of
impreciseness of electromagnetic wave frequency in
between the server and the receiver is an imprecise
function. Where, the finite nu mbers of imprecise
numbers are occurred in between the locations. So, the
bigger function to connect these two locations is an
imprecise function. Fro m this point of v iew it can be
introduced some conditions for the imp recise functions as
follows:
(i) Function must be continuous in some region
(ii) Function should be oscillation in nature
(iii) Function must have finite nu mber of maximu m
and minimum values within the interval.
(iv) Function should be semi-periodic/periodic in
nature.
Generally, format ion of effect of the imp reciseness in
the form of sine and cosine functions for a certain region
is interval definable number. Thus, effect of any function
which is defined for any intervals can be converted into
imprecise function with the help of multiplication factors
of sine and cosine functions.
A. Conversion point-

Here, the imprecise number is characterized by
, R being the real line.
For any real line,
normal and
subnormal imprecise number will be characterized in
common, {
, where
is called

It is a point fro m where non- imp recise function starts
to convert into imp recise function. If we can identify this
point, then we will get easily their applications. As for
examp le lo u dness o f so und caus es b rain and h eart
diseases because of non-imprecise function of character
produces fro m a sound device. So, it may be possible to
control by converting them into hu man ear audib le level
by the help of volu me regulatory. Further in present most
of the times ultraviolet ray reaches in the ground is non imp recise function form due to lake o f the friction of
Ozone layer caused by the environmental pollutions. This
phenomenon is creat ing prob lems in the life of living
being causing skin disease etc. Thus if we can invent a
new dev ice hav ing Ozone layer character , then it will
sav e us fro m th ese typ e o f p rob lems . Th is may b e
possib le due to the mu lt ip licat ion facto r wh ich can
conv ert an y funct ion into imp recis e fun ct io n fo rm.
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With a constant reference function 0 in the entire real
line. Where
is continuous and non-decreasing in
the interval
and
is a continuous and nonincreasing in the interval
with

{
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Normally these phenomena are already applied in many
of the experiment like volu me regulator or the regulators
used in the different fields for their practical purposes.

Which can be written in the matrix form as

IV. CONVERSION OF POLYNOMIALS INT O IMPRECISE
FUNCT IONS
There are many polynomials, wh ich are raised to
infinite direction without coming back to the ground
level. So it is called uncontrolled function. But this type
of function can also be transformed into oscillation fo rm
to meet the ground level repeatedly fro m a certain point.
This point is known as conversion point. This
phenomenon is occurred by the multip licat ion of a
function which can convert into imprecise function form.
This multipliable function is called multiplication factors.
Thus the imprecise function obtained by the
mu ltip licat ion of sine function is known as sine imprecise
function and the imprecise function obtained by the
mu ltip licat ion of cosine is called cosine imprecise
function.
For this purpose, let us consider
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[

]

[

]
[ ]

(4)

Where,

[

]

,
[ ]

be the n th collection of points, wh ich are above and below
the given polynomial of degree n,
(1)
To convert it into imp recise form, let us mult iply this
polynomial by a sine function.
Thus,

as follows:

]
(5)

To obtained the solutions of arbitrary constants, we
write,
(6)
Where

is the transpose matrix of A.
(

Values of

(2)
will be a sine imprecise polynomial of degree n.
To obtain standard imprecise polynomial averagely
passing closed to these points , we follow the rules of
matrix multiplication as follows:
As, the point
are satisfied the
given polynomial. By the law of roots, we will get n th set
of simu ltaneous linear equations having arbitrary
constants

[

)

(7)

and

such that
and

(8)

∑

{

∑

(9)
(10)

n= order of the po lynomial, m=no of collection of points,
and ordinates and the abscissa of the given points.
Solution
of
the
arbitrary
constants
can be obtained with
the help of Gauss-elimination method of general form

…………………………………….......………………
………………………………………..…
(3)
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{

∑
(11)
These operations help us to get upper triangular matrix.
By backward substitution we will get the solution of the
mentioned arbitrary constants.
Thus any polynomial can be obtained into controllable
form by multiplication of sine and cosine function.
For the different value of we will get different value
of the constants. Because of different value of the
constants we will have different imprecise functions.
This characteristic of function is very important in the
field of applications.

{

∑

A. Sine imprecise Polynomial of degree one∑

Example -1 (Sine imprecise function of polynomial of
degree one with angle, ):
Let
be a polyno mial o f degree one. So,
in particular

{

(12)
is a sine imprecise polynomial of degree one.
Let us consider
(1,3.2), (2,4),(3,-2.5), (4,4.5),(5,6),(6,-7.5),(7,5.5) be the points in the data
collection which are above and below the x-axis.

∑

So,

∑
By the law of roots the given imprecise function
satisfies the given collection of points to have linear
simultaneous equation to form a matrix as follows:
From (4), (5), (6)
(10), we have
Thus *
(

Where,
(

)

)

*

+

From the formula (11), we have
* +

,

∑

Such that

+* +

{

*

+* +

*

+

∑

and

Here, m=no.
polynomial=1

of points=7,

of the
So,

(

)

and
∑

Where
and

n = degree

∑
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∑

Such that
∑

{

and

Here, m=no. of points=7 and n = degree of the
polynomial=1
(

)
∑

Where

(

and

)

{

and

∑
Fig.1. Graph of

{

∑
Here,

for which
are the nearest two values such that

So, the graph starts to oscillate fro m the point,
along the positive xaxis

and

along

{

∑

the

negative x-axis which is shown in the Fig1.
So,
.

(

(

))

/

∑

is called conversion point along the positive x-axis.
Example-2 (Sine imprecise function of polynomial of
degree one with angle, ):
Let
be a polyno mial o f degree one. So,
in particular

{

(14)
∑

is an imprecise polynomial of degree one.
Let us consider the same example taken for the
equation (12)
Here,
(1,3.2),
(2,4),(3,-2.5),(4,-4.5),(5,6),(6,7.5),(7,5.5)are the points in the data collection which are
above and below the x-axis.
So,

∑

By the law of roots the given imprecise function
satisfies the given collection of points to have linear
simultaneous equation to form a matrix as follows:
From (4),(5),(6)………….(10),we have

Thus *

+* +

*

+

From the formula (11),we haveWhere,

(

)
,
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So, as above we get
By the law of roots the given imprecise function
satisfies the given collection of points to have linear
simultaneous equation to form a matrix as follows:
From (4),(5),(6)………….(10),we have

(

Where,
So,

)

(15)
,
∑

Such that
∑

* +

{

and

Here, m=no. of points=7 and n = degree of the
polynomial=1
(

)
∑

Where

(

and
{

)
and

∑
Fig.2. Graph of

{

∑
Here,

a

for which

are the nearest two values

such that
So, the graph starts to oscillate fro m the point,
along the positive xaxis and

{

∑

along the

negative x-axis which is shown in the Fig 2.
So,
.

.

(

/
)

(

)/

is called conversion point along the positive x-axis.
Example-3 (Sine imprecise function of polynomial of
degree one with angle, ):
Let
be a polyno mial o f degree one. So,
in particular

∑

{

(16)
is an imprecise polynomial of degree one.
Let us consider the same example for the equation (12)
Here, (1,3.2),(2,4),(3,-2.5),(4,-4.5),(5,6),(6,-7.5),(7,5.5)
are the points in the data collection which are above and
below the x-axis.

∑

So,
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negative x-axis which is shown in the Fig 3.
So,

∑

(

)m

is called conversion point along the positive x-axis.
B. Sine imprecise function of polynomial of degree two:
Thus *

+* +

*

+

Let
two. So, in particular

be a polynomial of degree

From the formula (11),we have(18)

*

+* +

*

is an imprecise polynomial of degree two.
Let us consider (1,0.5), (2,2.5),(3,2),(4,4),
(5,3.5),(6,6),(7,7) be the points in the data collection.

+

So,
So, as above we get

From (4),(5),(6)………….(10),we have

(

(

Where

)

)

and
So,

(17)

∑

Such that

{

and

∑
Here, m=no. of points=7 and n = degree of the
polynomial=2
(

)
∑

Where
and

∑

Here,

∑

, fo r which
are the nearest two
values such that
So, the graph starts to oscillate fro m the point,
along the positive xaxis, and
Copyright © 2016 MECS

)

{

∑
∑

Fig. 3. Graph of

(

and

∑

{

{

{

{

along the
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∑

{
So,

and
(19)

∑

∑

{

{

∑

{

∑

{
Fig.4. 2D graph of

And
Thus the solution is
√

∑

∑
So, the graph starts to oscillate fro m the point,
along the positive x-axis,
∑

and

along the negative

x-axis which is shown in the Fig 4.
So,
Thus the simu ltaneous equation is converted into
following simple matrix form:
[

][ ]

[

[

]

][ ]

[

)

)
)

is called conversion point along the positive x-axis.
Further fro m the same point, imp recise function will
come back to the orig inal function of polynomial when
we remove the mu ltip lication factors. So sometime it is
called d iversion point of the imprecise function with
respect to the multiplication factor sine.
Thus from the above calculations, we have observed
that if the angle of the trigonometry function is increased
then conversion point come closer to the origin of the co ordinate axis system. It means that considered experiment
starts to oscillate within the short period of time to have
short wave length and larger energy in the system.
For examp le if the wings of a Generator moves more
angle then speed is increased and the energy output will
be larger and larger due to short wave length and the
closer conversion point.

][ ]
[

(
(

]

From the formula (11),we have-

[

(

]
V. RAT E EFFECT OF IMPRECISENESS FOR T HE IMPRECISE
FUNCT IONS
It is the rat io of the volu me occupied by the objects
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and the volume of the place where the object is us ed.
This value gives us information fo r any places whether
the design experiment is properly done or not. If it is not
properly designed then we will modify it again and again.
Normally one is the value of the rate effect of
impreciseness for which an experiment well designed or
not is counted. To study how per the behavior of the
object is effect ing to the mediu m, it is very much
necessary to know area occupied by any particular object.
A.
Area bounded by sine imprecise functions of
polynomial of degree one:

39

will be measured in our system separately for the
respective function so that we can have better
informat ion how their character change for long interval
in an imprecise function. Here the limit of the
integrations are taken in between maximu m and
minimu m point, as in between this two points the above
mentioned membership function and the reference
functions are counted. For this examp le let us define the
area bounded by an imp recise function of degree one
obtained by sine multiplication of function as follows:

To obtain area by the help of integration all the interval
cannot be allowed to take as a limit for the imprecise
function. For example-

∫

∫

∫

∫
∫
etc. For this reason to obtain area of an imprecise
function imprecise number will be taken as a limit of the
integration. After defin ing area obtained by the imprecise
number we will obtain area of the imprecise function for
any interval in the summation form.

∫

(i) Sine imprecise function of angle multiplication
one:
Thus for an imprecise function,
∫

,
we have section of intervals, *
*

+, *

+, *

+,

+ ……………………….,

∫

having indicator functions for as follows:

{
∫
such that
(

)

(

)
(20)
∫

Here, the function has maximu m level at the point
.
So, we can call, *
*

+, *

+, *

+ ………………………………..……. are an

imprecise number. Since the indicator function has
membership function and the reference function fo r an
imprecise number. The area of the imprecise function
Copyright © 2016 MECS

so on.

+,

Here, negative signs are shown area bounded by the
imprecise function lower part of the x-axis.
Area of the membership imprecise function =
| |

| |

∑

; n=8
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Area of the reference imprecise function is
| |

| |

( )

such that

∑

(

,; n=8

)

(

)
(22)

Area of this imprecise function for this interval is
| |

| |

| |

Here, function has maximu m level at the point
So we can call,

| |

∫

*

+, *

+, *

+, *

+

.

…,

are all an imprecise numbers. Now,

∑

Thus the area of this imprecise function in the interval
is
∫

∫

∫
∑

(21)

This value is known as the membership value of the
sine imprecise polynomial of degree one for the angle .
Thus
is called
rate per imprecise number of the respective intervals.
∑
So,
is called
rate of convergence of the imprecise function.
∑
If ,

∫

the

system is co mpletely controllable. Otherwise we have to
modify this function to into the controllable form.
Variance of this function in the respective interval is
{∑
*
+

∫

Standard deviation,
∑ √(

)
∫

Here the variance is the variat ion of area in the
function for the different intervals.
(ii) Sine imprecise function of angle multiplication
two:
For an imprecise function,

∫
,

we have section of intervals,
*
+, *
+, *
+, *

+ ……………

….……, having indicator functions for as follows:
∫
{

Copyright © 2016 MECS
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∑

If ,

∫
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-

the

system is co mpletely controllable. Otherwise we have to
modify this function to into the controllable form.
Variance of this function in the res pective interval is

so on.

{∑

*

Here, negative signs are shown area bounded by the
imprecise function lower part of the x-axis.
Area of the membership imp recise function is =
| |
| |

+

Standard deviation,
∑ √(

)

Here the variance is the variat ion of area in the
function for the different intervals.

∑

(iii) Sine imprecise function of angle multiplication
three:

Area of the reference imprecise function is

For an imprecise function,
| |

| |

∑

we have section of intervals, *
*

Area of this imprecise function in this interval is
| |

| |

| |

+, *

+ , *

+ ,

+ …………………………, having

indicator functions for as follows:

| |
{

∫

( )

such that

∑

(

)

(

)
(24)

∫
∑

*

Here, function has maximu m level at the point

.

So we can call, *

+ ,

+, *

+ , *

+…………………………………….., are all an

imprecise number. Now,
Thus the area of the imprecise the function in the
interval
is
∫
∫
∑

∫
(23)

This value is known as the membership value of the
sine imprecise polynomial of degree one for the angle
.
Thus
is called

∫

rate per imprecise number of the respective intervals.
So,

∑

is called

rate of convergence of the imprecise function.
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∑

∫

Thus the area of the imp recise function in the interval
is
∫
∫
∑
(25)
This value is known as the membership value of the
sine imprecise polynomial of degree one for the angle
.
Thus
is called

∫

rate per imprecise number of the respective intervals.
∑
So,
is called
rate of convergence of the imprecise function.
∑
If ,

∫

the

system is co mpletely controllable. Otherwise we have to
modify this function to into the controllable form.
Variance of this function in the respective interval is
*
∫

+

Standard deviation,

so on.
Here, negative signs are shown area bounded by the
imprecise function lower part of the x-axis.
Area of the membership imp recise function is =
| |

{∑

∑

∑ √(

)

Here the variance is the variat ion of area in the
function for the different intervals.
Thus (21), (23) and (25) lead us to introduce a general
formula fo r finding the area of sine imprecise function of
degree one as follows:

Area of the reference imprecise function is
∫
| |

∑
∑

Area of this imprecise function in the this interval is
| | | |
=

Here for any imp recise number total no. of
membership and the reference function is always

∫
∑

∫

Copyright © 2016 MECS

(26)

VI. CONCLUSION
Obtaining a general formu la of imp recise function in
various situations was the main objective of this article.
So the general formu la of sine imprecise function is
defined with the help of finite numbers of data collection
of points in the beginning. This formu la is tested in the
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2016, 10, 31-43
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particular p roblems. Finally area of the sine imprecise
function is obtained by the help of integration and
summation. Here the limits of the integration is taken
fro m the imprecise number of different interval within
the imprecise function and proposed a new formula of
area in the last part of the article.
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